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and found that, even in a temperature-cantrolled
chamber, the unit required a -2 h warmup before it stabilized. Some newer OSA units contain
an internal wavelength reference such as an acetylene absorption cell.
Wavelength meters that measure a signal's
wavelength relative to a built-in fundamental reference (ohen a helium-neon laser operating at
the 632.991 nm vacuum wavelength) usually
don't require frequent calibration. The most convenient way to check a wavelength meter is to
measure a laser that has a known wavelength,
such as the 1523.488 nm helium-neon laser (-I
part in lo6absolutestability) oralaser that isstabilized to a fundamental reference. Alternatively,
a tunable laser can be tuned over an absorption
line while measuring the wavelengthwith awavelength meter; the measured line center can then
be compared with the true line center.
In all of these cases, it is important to use the
wavelength of light in vacuum, rather than the
wavelength in air, when calibrating equipment.
The wavelength of light in air can vary substantially due to its dependence on the atmospheric
pressure, temperature, and humidity.
5. Concluslons
There are a variety of convenient wavelength calibration standards in the 1500 nm region, and
other standards are under development for the
WDM L-band. Fundamental references based on
atomic and molecular absorption or emission
lines provide the highest accuracy, but they are
not available in all wavelength regions. Wavelength division multiplexing will likely expand
into the 1300 and 1400 nm regions, and it will be
very difficult to find absolute references for this
wide wavelength range. Artifacts such as etalons
or fiber Bragg gratings can provide references at
arbitrary wavelengths, but they can suffer from
large sensitivity to temperature, strain. and pressure. Passive or actiw thermal stabilization can
substantially reduce this variability, but the artifact references need to be checked periodically
against a fundamental reference. Further in the
future, stabilized frequency combs may became
commercially available to provide frequency
(wavelength) markers throughout the WDM regions.
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array waveguide gratings were also proposed to
monitor tunable lasers,'.' but they may have limited response speed or require expensive components. On the other hand, wavelength monitoring
by detecting the transparent current or the induced junction voltage across a FP laser diode
(FPLD) was demonstrated to provide 0.01-nm
wavelength re~olution.~
This approach is very attractive since the wavelength sensor can be
monolithically integrated with the tunable laser.
Moreover, a FPLD can easily be tuned to monitor
multiple channels by adjusting its bias current.
However, to achieve 0.01-nm resolution with this
approach requires tough stabilityon temperature
control.
propose
here a hiRh-resolution tunable
We .
.
wavelength monitoring technique that combines
the advantages of stable temperature properties
afa FP etalan filter as well as fast tunability ofthe
transparent properties of a FPLD. Significant re.
lief to the required temperature stability, about
?O.Z"C, is achieved, so wavelength resolution of
0.01 nm can easily be obtained for many chan.
nela. The ambiguity among different channels for
the etalon can be resolved from the induced voltage across the LD. This technique can also be applied in optical networking units to monitor the
wavelength paths in a scanning mode.

calibration of a fiber-optical spectrum anak=r: temperature dependence:' APP~.Opt.
36,44514455 (1997).

~ i I ~ . theschematic d t h e proposedwavelength monitoring technique for tunable laser
module. The laser output is first collimated and
dithered at a specific frequency with an optical
modulator. Then, the signal is divided into two
paths, one to an FP etalon, and the other to a
FPLD. Both the transmitted and reflected signals
of the etalon are measured and the resultant differential voltage or voltage ratio for these two signak are used for detecting the wavelength drih
From the wavelength grid. The FPLD can resolve
channel from either the cDrrethe
sponding transparent current or the junction
voltage,
The tunable laser light is dithered in order to
improve the detected signal quality for both
monitoring paths. Far easy packaging with the
tunable laser in a compact module, a surface-normal type of modulator is favored to simplify light
coupling. Since the required dithering frequency
is between kHz and MHx, modulators made of
liquid crystal or micromechanical silicon madulato? are among the good choices for such appliCations.
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1. Introduction
Tunable laser sources are critical components for
DWDM networks as spare sources or fast wavelength-switching devices. The wavelength monitor for controlling a tunable la~erdiode must
cope with multiple output wavelengths and the
required tuning speed. Fabry-Perat (FP) etalons
have been commercially used for wavelength con-

ThCZ Fig. 1.

2. Operation principles

Schematic of wavelength monitoring for a tunable laser.
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3. Experimental demonstratlon
The proposed method exploits the FP etalon as
both a wavelength locker and a stable wavelength
reference because of its stable response to ambient temperature variation. Fig. 2(a) depicts the
reflected and transmitted characteristics of an
etalon of which the cavity length is specially designed to give rise to a free-spectral range (FSR)
of 50 GHz. The intersection point of the transmitted and reflected curves is frequency used as
the monitoring point. Fig. 2 shows that the point
varies at a rate of 0.01 1nmPC as the temeprature
changes. If the tolerance on wavelength deviation
is 0.01 nm, this etdon can tolerate up to 0.YT of
temperature change. The etalon was temperature-controlled to align one of the ITU wavelengths to a specific crossing point of the two
curves. Fig. 2 shows the response far the etalon to
eight wavelengths of 100-GHz channel spacing at
the same temperature, 26°C. Since the chanel
spacing matches twice the FSR, the responses to
wavelength drift are almost identical among the
channels. Therefore, the monitoring Circuit needs
to memorize only one of these curves. The maximal deviation among the curves results in 0.005
nm of wavelength deviation, which is much
smaller than the channel spacing.
As the tunable laser is tuned to output a given
DWDM wavelength, the etalon must monitor the
wavelength deviation from the wavelength grid
and feedback the deviation to the laser control
unit to adjust the wavelength to the closest wavelength grid. Then, the FPLD will recognize the
channel and detect if mode hopping occurs. Two
modes of apertion for the FPLD can be performed for channel recognition. One is to sweep
the bias current and locate the transparent current (I,) for the incident wavelength (b),and the
other is to detecte the induced junction voltage
across the diode for a k e d bias current. Fig. 3
shows the wavelength-dependent characteristics
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ThC2 Fig. 2. Characteristics of the FP etalan:
[a) at different temperature and (b) around eight
ITU wavelengths.

ThC2 Fig. 4. Tunable monitoring of eight
100-GHz channel The monitored light is modolated at 1 kHz.
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ThC2 Fig. 3. Wavelength variation of transparent current (a) and junction voltage (b) for a
FPLD.

for a 1.55-pm FPLD. For a SOA, the transparent
current decreases as the wavelength moves to the
long-wavelength side. On the other hand, due to
the facet reflection. remiant effects appear in the
wavelength variation of transparent current and
induced voltage. The wavelength spacing between
the remnant peaks is equal to the cavity mode
spacing of the LD. Here, we chose a FPLD of
which thecavitymodespacingisverycloseto 100
GHz ( 0 3 nm).
Although it is desired to have a montonic I,,vs-b curve, which can be obtained from a SOA.
the resonant effects can enhance the wavelength
resolution. It was also found in the experiments
that the induced junction voltage across a FPLD
is larger than that a c r m a SOA. Far monitoring a
DWDM tunable laser, the resonant characteristicscan beused ifthecsvitymodespacingisidentical to the channel spacing. After the wavelenth is
aligned to the wavelength grid, only the discrete
paints spaced by the channel spacing will be used
for channel recognition. The curye can easily be
adjusted by changing the diode temperature to
align the wavelength grid to the middle of the
slope, as indicated in Fig. 3. The transparent current differs by 0.16 mA between the adjacent
channels. The tolerance on temperature control
of the FPLD is relaxed to ?O.z"C because the
transparent current varies by 0.385 m A / T with
the temperature. This benefits again from the use
of the FP etalon as a wavelength reference. Moreover, the deviation of the transparent current
from the value for a wavelength grid can indicate
the temperature shift and serve as the control signal for stabilizing the temperature.
Detecting the junction voltage may be favored
for monitoring fast tunable lasers since it has a
faster response than locating the transparent current. Fig. 4 demonstrates a tunable wavelength
monitoring with a combination of a FP etalon
and a FPLD. A commercial tunable laser was
tuned to eight DWDM channels in a step of 0.8
nm. The junction volfagr of the FPLD changes in
a stair way in response to the wavelength tuning.
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ThC2 Fig. 5. Output voltage of SOA for 35
channels. The induced voltage was amplified by 2
x io5.

Tiny signal appears at the output of the etdon
circuit since the wavelengths are allocated at the
wavelength grid. The etalon signal indicates a
maxlmal wavelength deviation of 0.008 nm,
which is acceptable for DWDM channels of 1011GHz spacing.
Discussion
For monitoring a widely tunable laser that can
output more than 30 channels, a FPLD might suffer from the remnant characteristics if the cavity
mode spacing is not exactly equal to the channel
spacing. In such cases, a SOA with monotonic
wavelength variation of transparent current and
junction voltage is needed. Fig. 5 shows the output signal as the tunable larer is tuned over 35
channels. The channel wavelengths can be clearly
resolved from the junction voltage. In the experiments, the SOA is biased at the transparent cur^
rent for the 1548.134-nm channel. Phase-sensitive detection is employed 10 obtain the voltay
such that the channels reside in the gain region of
the SOA can be distinguished from those in 10::s
region. A SOA for this application can be low-CO
it
since it does not require tough anti-reflection
coating as required for conventional applications.
Noting that, as a SOA is used, the made hopping
or wavelength channels can be determined from
the junction voltage without waiting for the
etalon to bring the wavelength to the close.it
wavelength grid.
4.
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1. lntroductlon

lnterleavers enable the practical implementation
of dense wavelength division multiplexing
(DWDM) systems by transforming the task of
separating or combining a single set of very
closely spaced channels into separating or tombining multiple sets of widely spaced channels.
Regardless of the approach, be it thin-film filter,
fiber-Bragg grating, arrayed waveguide grating,
Echelle grating, or bulk diffraction grating,
muxidemux modules can be less expensive and
easier to make if the channel spacing is wide relative to the required passband width. Interleavers
allow the application of these wide channel spacing SolutionS to the harder problem of more
closely spaced channels. Most interleaver designs
are based on cascaded Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) interferometers. Researchershave constructed these
cascaded M-Z interleavers out offused fibers and
planar lightwave circuits for example.'-' Other,
non-M-2 and hybrid-M-Z approaches exist as
well?
We propose a Birefringent Gires-Tournois Interferometer (BGTI) that combines the benefits
of the nonlinear phase response of GiresTournois (G-T) cavities, free space propagation,
and low sensitivity to physical layout. This new
structure is assembled in a Michelson configuration except that the beam splitter is replaced by a
polarization beam splitter (PBS) and the mirrors
are replaced by Gires-Tournois (G-T) cavities.
Furthermore, 118 wavcplates are placed between
the polarization beam splitter and the G-T cavities in each arm of the interferometer and 114
waveplates are placed within the G-T cavities (see
figure 1).
The BGTI interleaver possesses four desirable
features: IOW Stage Count, temperature insensitivity, frequency based periodicity and fabrication
simplicity The highly nonlinear phase response
ofG-TcavitiesenablestheBGTlinterleavertoaccomplish with a single stage what other M-Z designs require two or even three stages to
achieve.'.' The temperature stability and frequency, as opposed to wavelength,periodicity are
derived from the predominantly free-space de-
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length from arm b (see figure I). For this reason,
thelengthsofarmsa and bare inconsequentialto
the operation ofthe device and therefore temperature or vibration induced deviation is harmless.
In fact, the only reason two arms are included i s
to accommodate arbitrary input polarization.
This does mean that inequality between the
lengths ofthe two arms will produce polarization
mode dispersion. However, this effect is small and
easy to control

ThC3 Fig. 1. Birefringent Gires~TournoisInterferometer (BGTI) interlcaver.

sign. Most of the propagation through the interleaver is through air whose index of refraction dependence on temperature and wavelength is
weak. Designs dependent on wavelength periodicity suffer from channel center wak-off at the
extreme channels in a DWDM system since the
channel grid Ir defined by frequency.The fabrication simplicity stems from the use of thin, birefringent plates to create the path length differential between the two beams that interfere to
produce the interleaver response.
2. Operation of device
Fundamentally, the two outputs of the BGTl interleaver are the sum and difference ofthe equally
weighted outputs of two otherwise identical allpass filters whose frequency responses are shifted
by 112 period. A phase delay is added in one arm
to provide phase offset adjustment (see figure 2).
Madsen provides a description of arbitrary filters
based on this type of basic building block.'
In the BGTI, the I and p polarizations defined
by the PES are rotated 45'with respect to the ordinary ( 0 ) and extraordinary ( e ) axes of the waveplates. The function of the PBS is two-fold. The
PES segregatesthe incoming r a n d p polarizations
for separate treatment in the two arms of the
BGTI. In conjunction with the waveplates, it also
functions as a 50150 splitter.
Considering only theppalarized light, half the
power travek along the e a u s of the two waveplates and the other half travels along the o axes
due to the 45- rotation of the p light with respect
to those axes. Upon return to the PBS, the e and o
beams from the waveplates are combined as sum
and difference beams and are output in either the
I orp plane defined by the PBS. The operation is
similar for the i polarized light traveling through
the other arm.
The two arms of the interferometer operate
independently so that there is no interference between light of the same wavelength from the two
arms. The light of a given wavelength traveling
back to the PBS from arm a is always orthogonal
in polarization to the light of the same wave-

3. Theory
As stated previously,each arm of the BGTl interleaver operates independently of the other and is
mathematically identical to the filter shown in
figure 2. The phase response of each arm in the
filter shown in fiwre 2 is:

where the subscript i denotes either the extraordinary or ordinary arm of the filter, ki is the polarization dependent wavevector, t is the thickne= of the waveplate outside the cavity, R is the
power reflectivity of the cavity, and I is the cavity
length including the waveplate inside the cavity.
Within the cavity, the round trip phase difference between the e and o arms due to the 114
waveplate isn.Thisenaures asymmetricresponse
in the two output ports. The selection ofR determines the depth of phase modulation. Large R
will produce rapid change in the phase response
causing a sharp transition from the passband to
the stopband. Large R will also produce ripple in
the passband and chromatic dispersion. Outside
the cavity, the round trip phase difference be^
tween the e and oar ms due to the 118 waveplate
provides a phase difference bias to produce full
range in the response ofthe two arms.
By manipulating the values of R, t, and I, different filtering functions can be achieved. The
BGTl is a basic building block that can be used to
build general 1IR opcicd filters as described by
Madsen.' By adding mirrors and waveplates,
higher order &pass filters can be constructed.
4. Results
The two devices discussed in this paper were built
Out of discrete, micro-optic components. The GT cavities were air gap Cavities constructed with
low thermal expansion spacers. The first device
US~R
S = 18.5% mirrors. As shown in figure 3, the
calculated and measured responses of the two
ports match very well over the passband. Howeve~thetwoautputshavedifferent isolation.The
isolation of port I is worse than that of port 2.
Moreover, the isolation is worse than calculated
in both cases. These features are caused by the
imperfect and asymmetric segregation of the I
andppolarizations by the PBS cube.Sincetheextinction ratios of the transmission and reflection
operations of the PBS are unequal. different
amountsofcrosstalk willleakinto each port since
the path to each port involves different numbers
of transmission and reflection interactions with
the PBS. Practically, PBS isolation is tpicallylimited to 30 dB at best. Therefore, the isolation floor
of the BGTl is similarly restricted. The I dB p a s band of the device shown in figure 3 is 77 GHz
and the insertion loss is less than 1 dB.
In order to improve the cross-port isolation,
additional BGTI stages can be added. In figure 4,
the output spectra of a two stage BGTl interleaver
with R = 22.0% for all cavities is shown. Since the
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ThC3 Fig. 2. AI-pass filter decomposition of
a single arm in the BGTI interleaver.

